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FIRST MEETING

Wednesday, 14..February 1962, at 3.10 p.m.

Acting Chairmant Mr. MSKKI ABBAS, Executive Secretary of

the Commission

Chairman: Mr. TEKLE HAIMANOT (Ethiopia)

Secretary: Mr. MATHU

OPENING OF THE SESSION

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY declared the session open, and welcomed the

representatives.

ELECTION OF CHAIflMAN AND VICE-CHAO/IAN

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY explained the procedure followed at the previous

two sessions,,namely that the outgoing Chairman and Vice-Chairmen of the Commission

had been automatically elected as officers for the next session. Unless there was

any objection, therefore, the representative of Ethiopia might be requested to act

as Chairman at the present session. In his absence one of the two outgoing

Vice-Chairmen would preside.

Mr. TEK^E HAIMANOT (Ethiopia) took the Chair.

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, explained that the need for careful consideration

of the Commission's programme of work and priorities had become apparent at its

first session. The Committee was therefore meeting to avoid protracted discussions

in plenary and to make the Commission's work more efficient.

Some of the instructions received from the Commission would directly affect the

work of the Secretariat in the years 1962-1963. The manning table approved for 1962

would contain no less than 95 experts, and funds were available in the budget for

short-term employment of officials.

The report of the Executive Secretary on the work of the Secretariat between

the third and fourth sessions (E/CM.14/124) included additional suggestions for the

programme of work and priorities (E/CN.14/162). A two-yearly programme was being

inaugurated to permit advance planning and make funds available. The Committee was

fully competent to comment on the various suggestions concerning the work programme

and to recommend changes*
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He suggested that the procedure adopted at previous sessions should be followed,

namely examination of the listed projects■. seriatim followed by appraisal of the

programme as a whole. Members of the Secretariat would introduce the projects with

which they were particularly concerned, and representatives might, then, make their

comments. A.brief report would be prepared by the Secretariat for approval by the

Committee before? submission to the Commission.

It wp,s so decided;

PROGRAMME OF 170^ AND PRIORITIES FOR 1962-1963 (E/CN.14/l62/Rev.1)

The BX3CUTIVS SECRETARY drew special attention to footnote 2/ on page 9,

which indicated that project 01 had been split into five separate projects.

The difficulties encountered in recruiting staff, and the efforts made to comply

with the view expressed both in the Commission and in the General Assembly that the

Secretariat should be Africanized, were described in detail in his report on the

work of the Secretariat (E/CN.14/124). The policy both of the Secretary-Genered arid

of the Executive Secretary had always been to ensure that suitable Africans should

be given preference whenever possible.

In appealing for constructive comments on the proposed work programme, he emphasized

that research in depth on African problems would be inadequate unless African countries

were provided with background papers enabling them to exchange views and make their
.1 -t "i "■:■■■■

own. contributions.

Cl Development Policies and Programming

Mr. LIGTHAHT (Secretariat) said that projects 01-01 to 01-05 were a

reformulation and an expansion of project 01-01 approved at the Commission's third

session, made chiefly to separate its different aspects into more specific groups of

problems. Projects 01-01, 01-02 and 01-03 covered the whole study of economic

development, development planning, and policy formulation; projects 01-04 and 01-05

concerned operation. It was hoped that two or three regional advisers could be

made available to countries for fairly long periods on request. There was also a

need for short-term advisory services. Those were normally provided by the Secretariat;

but owing to shortage of staff arrangements had been concluded with planning institutes

for the loan of experts at the request of Members and Associate Members. A roster of

high-level planning experts likely to be available at short notice for advisory services

was being prepared by the Secretariat.
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Under project 01-05, the forking Party on Economic ana Social Development,

with representatives from 22 countries, had discussed a wide range of subjects.

It was hoped that another working party could be convened in 1962 to discuss

comprehensive planning and related problems on a more-technical level. The Working

Party had suggested to the Secretariat that studies should be as concrete as possible,

hence on a country-by-country rather than a subject basis. Another useful approach

would be to send advisory groups or survey teams to a selected country to work in

close collaboration with its government; that approach was used extensively by 2CL1,

and had the advantage of relating the work to known objectives of eovernment policy.

The General Aasembly had at its sixteenth session passed a resolution on ^

planning for economic development^ and another on the economic development of ifrica .

The former requested the Secretary-General to establish an economic projections and

programming centre in the regional economic commissions; the latter urged the estab

lishment within BOA of a programming institution. A certain amount of guidance would

be required from Headquarters to give effect to those resolutions, which would result

in more emphasis being placed on those aspects than had originally been planned.

Dr. CAOTSX (Sierra Leone) feared duplication of effort, and asked for further

information on the establishment of the proposed programming institute and on areas of

responsibility.

Mr. LIffHUBT (Secretariat) replied that the proposed African institute on

economic development and planning was intended to provide advisory services and to

train qualified personnel. Owing to the establishment of a projections centre e*

United Nations Headquarters, there would have to be more emphasis on those aspects

in the Commission's work programme than would otherwise have been the case.

In reply to Mr. LARDNEE (Nigeria), who had asked which institutes were

willing to lend experts for short-term periods for work on project 01-04,

Ut. LIGTHAET (Secretariat) said that the Director of the Central Planning Bureau of

the Netherlands would lend staff subject to certain conditions. The possibility of

concluding similar arrangements with other institutions or individuals was being explored.

1/ Resolution 170S (XVI) of 19 December 1961.

2J » 1713 (XVI) " "
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>ir. LARDNER (Nigeria) failed to understand why developing countries

should always be expected to request assistance in training from developed countries.

His delegation believed very strongly that it should be requested from developing

countries just a few stages ahead.

Mr. ACQUAH (Ghana) concurred. His delegation believed that opportunities

should be afforded African countries to learn and profit by the experiences in

economic planning of non-western countries, in particular the USSJl.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said he had noted the comments of the representatives

of Nigeria and Ghana. He was aware that Ghana was already receiving assistance

in certain development projects from one of the Eastern countries. Concrete

suggestions would be very useful in the preparatory stages. He would ask whether

for example, the Nigerian representative wished the panel of advisers to be drawn

from African countries such as the United Arab Republic, Tunisia or Morocco, or from

States which had set up centrally planned economies since the Second ¥/orld ~hjr. There

was no question of imposing advisers on governments. If members would inform, him

which countries they wished to see represented on the panel, he would make the

necessary approaches and circulate a list of experts. lie was confident of full

co-operation.

Mr. LiilDNER (Nigeria) replied that he had in mind any country, in *&&■

part of the world, which had the right kind of experience. He urged that the

Executive Secretary should approach the Economic Commissions for Latin America and

for Asia and the Far East for assistance in recruiting suitable advisers, who should

be nationals of the countries concerned and not expatriates from Europe.

Mr. i&IADOU (Senegal) observed that there could.be no universal solution,

because the concept of economic planning and the problems involved differed;from

country to country. It would be difficult to draw up a general list of States

which could be approached for planning assistance. , Governments should be left to

make their own choice - from Africa, Asia, America.or any other continent -. of the

country most kindred in ideas, and to use the services of advisers in whatever way

they saw fit. The origin of the experts was not material, since they would act

purely as advisers, without any legal or executive authority, . ;
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■ Mr. E3NTLEX (United Kingdom), thought that the type of co-ordination

referred to- by the representative of Sierra Leone'would be very .useful in-project 01-04.

Regional advisers should be attached to the:£nstitute rather -the* to ECA freodeuaxters

at Addis Ababa. ■ .; ;;

'■'Tae 3X3CUTIve-S3C53TARI said that the General Assembly had made two

recommendations: the establishment of a development institute, and-.the setting-up

within ECA of a projection and planning section. Tnile agreeing vath the Views

'of the United Kingdom representative, he thought it would be better to take no ■:■

decision until progress had been nia.de- in implementing the resolutions. On ac-count

of the scarcity of staff, some ■fetnP'ef pooling and co-ordination would undoubtedly
-,. : i /- i ...

prove necessary. ■ ' ' :' ; '

One reason for the proposal that advisers should in the first place be attached

to ECA waS'that it would be some time before the institute: was functioning fully. Ee

had already received' three requests for advisers, one of which had been me'tiby. seconding

a staff member from Headquarters.' r ■■.■'■'■i -i

< -if"Jhile appreciating the points of view of the representativesvof -Nigeria,

Ghana and;Senegal; 'Mr. ' PuALfJUJGASOAVINA (Madagascar) felt that their concern was-i

groundless.' Throughits meetings:of experts, ECA was accustomed to dealing with

many types of planning, and the institute would undoubtedly be able- t6 handle ■>■-■

planning in countries at every stage of development. ' ■;-.!!.,

■ i Mr. AHLIED (Morocco) paida warm tribute to the Secretariat for its excellent

and valuable work. On .the subject of co-ordination,-he recalled a useful-precedent

in a resolution adopted by the First "PAO Regional'Concerehce for iifrica, held;at

Lagos in November I960. .■.'■■

The S^SCUTIVS S3C3ETARI said that the matter would be dealt with when the

joint ECA/FAG projects ccme up for discussion*- :

02-01 Monetary Systems - ; :

Mr. L3TICHE (Secretariat) introduced the project, which had its Origin in

the Commission1s resolution 30 (III), which had emerged from two considerations.

One groups of African countries had felt that trade was1 tied too closely to the

metropolitan territories^ another group had feared that the immediate establisliment

by independent countries of banking systems in the sterling area and the; ftanc zone

might result in inflationary pressures, and thus that foreign exchange controls would

have a disruptive influence on trade relations with Europe and within Africa.
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He'hiad been invited by the Executive Secretary to prepare, a report, in

collaboration with the Secretariat, and had started work, i^'^une 1961. Af/t^er,,..

consulting all the experts in the African countries ar^d their counterparts-in..- ,

other countries, he was presenting his major conclusions to the Committee at tl^e.

present juncture, so that members could assist, by pointing out any problems that

had been overlooked, ■ i j - ! . .: . . : ^

The: role of banking in Africanicountries had been developed primarily to

care of import -arid export credit, andin that respect ,the banks had done, good work.

' They were not directly instrumentaliin tying:trade to the metropolitan;territory.

They, had,1 however, hadilittle influence in prprootiiig African development,.generally

or in facilitating medium-term and long-term credits. , .; . ,; -;

Nor.was tbere-,any foundation for the belief that the establishment of central

.banks would have an inflationary,effect on new;countries,,for a country bent :on■

-; ..rapid development, could not be halted .by the governor of ■ a central bank, , ; :V7ith: a

few important exceptions, inflation was not at present .a danger in African^cquntries.

,.,i- :. The real problem was more serious: How; could the financial institutions help

to speed up technical training and .-capital formation? . Hitherto, banking systems

had notibeen able to^deal with African economic stabilisation and growth,[because

economic fluctuations had been almost entirely.-.dependent pn. the international.^ .:;

economic situation. Thus the e,aseatial role of>modern African.bc,nking institutions

should be to helx3 to■ develop and..(diversify AfriGan economies — to expand internal

production:and consumption. For that purpose :medium-term and .long-term,capital was

vital, and dndigenous-.banking institutions would have to provide most pft.the necessary

credit. ; :

; The;differentiation between investment in training and the need for capital

equipment in agriculture and industry;was fictitious as far.,as Africa was. concerned.

The great lack of managerial and administrative skills called for a-combination of

training and loans, .It was therefore as/important for African' countries to use

existing banking institutions as to establish new ones, :tOiSatisfy. the. ne;&d..-for ■short-

term capital and the importation of long-term capital from .all parts of the world.

::■■. It was .also important to integrate the exchange and monetary arrangements of-the

.■ different zones to.helptlie expansion of trade, among the English-speaking and tlie

, French-speaking countries of Africa. ; ; ; ; -i=i " ■
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His report would be in two parts:

1, An appraisal of the operations of African financial institutions in the

sterling area, inthe franc zone, in nations that had close relations with both

zone.Sy and, in nations which had never belonged to either zone;

2. Recommendations, on the basis of the experience and needs of Ifrican countries,

as to how banking institutions .'■could be used to accelerate African economic development.

The. report was expected to be ready before the end of the year. : ■■/■■■;

Mr. LASDNER (Nigeria) said'-he was interested in the effects of different

monetary systems on groups of States in the region. West Africa, for example, had

a variety of currencies which were to a large extent regulated by the metropolitan

countries concerned. Ee wondered how that situation would affect the desire; of

countries in the sub-regions to develop theiri own trade and economy. According, to

his recollection, the discussions out of which the resolution had arisen had beea

concerned.with the development of trade and how it would be influenced by monetary

systems tied to other countries. He requested that the point be mentioned in the

report* ■

.The 2X3CUTIVK S3CS3TART confirmed the; recollection of the, Nigerian representative

and assured him that the point would be covered in the report. . ,

Mr. LETfCHE (Secretariat) said that the problem of how to integrate the

currencies of the French-speaking and English-speaking territories so as to expand

their development was a key point in Ms report. . , !' "

Dr;.. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) fully supported the programme as a,whole. ; -, It

might be asked, however, why inflation and. savings were to be dealt with separr&i^ly

(project 02-12) since they would undoubtedly fee included in the reorganization-of, the
■■ ■ i - ■ ' .

banking systems., which had already smarted in many countries. h ) ■:

:\ .The EXECUTIVE SEC&3TASSY. said that the question would be dealt with under

project.02-12, : ., , ,

: .Referring to.Mr, Letiche's criticisms of b,anks, Mr. AI^IADOU-(Senegal) said

that, although some pf them vere not unfounded, a fairer .picture would have.been

presented if attention had been drawn to the different functions of different types

of bank and to the fact the,t they were not all interchangeable.

The EXECUTIVE S3CS3TAET explained that the report was only in preparation

and could therefore not be discussed in detail. Delegates would have their opportunity

of dealing with it fully at the 1963 se
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02-02 Public Finance :

Mr. STixENKOVIC (Secretariat)Jsaid that this was a.twofold project, both

parts of wliich wereOf great importance, to the: African countries. ; ■ . . ■>

The first was aistudy of taxation systems in Africa, and means of improving them

to meet economic development needs. :An analysis had already.been made of the income

■and revenue systems-of eighteen countries., and a report:appeared in the second issue

of the Economic Bulletin for Africa.'..'-'.In view of the importance of;the subject, it

was hoped to start a new study '"during'the current year, with the help.of a regional

■adviser'who would shortly be joining'the Secretariat. ■. . ■ . :

1'!The second was a study of the costs of government-services, since■several

participants in the recent Budget Workshop had drawn attention.to the very high

costs in many African countries. The task was a..difficult- one* but it was hoped,

to recruit a consultant for the purpose. ■-' ■" . .■

Mr. .LiJ^.DHER(Nigeria) agreed that the studies would be useful, but only,as

part of the: whole question of government resources, and not as a first step- The

first essential was to establish national accounting systems, so as to be able to

compare the extent and utilization of government resources and the proportion used for

economic development.- For that purpose, a wide variety of systems would have to. be

examined to find out which was most1suited to the African countries; ."the one used

in the United Nations, was not necessarily the most appropriate. Such a study-would

be beyond the resources of the Secretariat, with its limited staff, and it would be

advisable to enlist the help of the universities, in the countries where they existed.

In; any case, the question;of government salaries was'a delicate one for an outside

body to handle., There Was an urgent need for austerity measuresj Nigeria was aware

of it and he hoped that more stress would be placed on it in the future.-. The.jreal

prcblem Was to build up resources and use them in the beet possible way.

Dr. CARNST (Sierra Leone) agreed with the preceding speakerfs estimate-.

of the relevance and importance of the;project as at present designed, If the

underlying idea was,to. improve public finance in order to mobilize greater:resources

for, economic, development, it would be better first to. undertakei-e study: of national

public accounting systems, so as to be able to assess the significance of government

spending.. . Bearing in nind, too, the need for staff economy, he would therefore strongly

advocate deletion of ,the project, or., the substitution1 of some more meaningful study.
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Mr. AHH3D (Morocco) also supported the Nigerian representative's views.

Experience in several African countries had shown that study of the pattern of public

income and expenditure was an essential preliminary to the establishment of long-term

forecasts. . .

Commenting on the suggestion that African universities should be asked to

co-operate in the proposed studies, Mr. AMADOU (Senegal) stated that the University

of Dakar, which had originally been intended to serve all territories formerly

comprising French West Africa, might contribute usefully to that work through its

Institute of Economic Studies.

The EXECUTIVE SSCS3TART remarked that the opposition to the project was not

altogether unexpected. In including it in the proposed programme, he had been

influenced by recent repeated pronouncements of eminent economists to/the effect that,

to deliver the goods, the African countries would have to tighten belts. In other

words,, governments must find additional funds from revenue to promote economic

development. Two matters required particular investigation: public spending on

administration (salaries) and taxation systems (to determine whether taxation was

equitable and gave a fair yield). There thus seemed excellent grounds for undertaking

the two studies comprising the project. . ,

The present issue was whether ECA should go ahead immediately with the proposed

studies, or first make a preliminary study .of national public accounting systems.

Before a final recommendation was reached he would like to hear more views. The

Secretariat had already made some relevant studies, but even a perfect system would

not by itself show how national expenditure could be saved.

Mr, LARDNSR (Nigeria) explained that he did not advocate that the project

be dropped. He was in full, agreement with the Executive Secretary that there was

room for concern et the high cost,,of administration in African countries. Some

countries, however, already realized the significance for economic development of

the mal-distribution of national resources under the inherited administrative system;

the Nigerian Government, for instan.ce, had become convinced of the need for an

austerity programing, The essential aim of such a programme, however,.was not merely

to effect savings but to redistribute reel resources in order to promote economic

development. Nothing worth while would be achieved simply by transferring allocations

from one unproductive sector to another. ■
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His main concern was to avoid any study of taxation systems that would lead

merely to the construction of a model system. The emphasis in the study should be

on tax administration procedures and tax yields. Moreover, to cover some fifty

African countries would undoubtedly strain ECA's staff resources and take a long

time. That was his essential reason for advocating enlistment of the co-operation
'■■-■■■ - ■. - ■ ■ . ■ . - •

of universities.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY made it plain that the Secretariat had never meant

to cover every African country. The study was designed to cover a cross-section of

the Continent chosen to reflect the varying practices. Moreover, some countries had

no university.

The whole object of the study was to increase national savings in order to promote

economic development.. It would obviously not be the fault of the study if governments

subsequently proceeded to apply savings to unproductive ends.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) said his point was precisely that in'the first

instance more had to be done to bring African governments and countries to see the

need to husband resources end to use them, together with foreign aid, to the best

advantage in relation to needs. Measures could then be taken to show governments

where money could legitimately be saved and where spent. The Committee would be

failing in its duty if it recommended the study without first examining the consequences.

Mr. STAfcKNKOVIC (Secretariat) was sure that no member of the Secretariat

would disagreej but the Nigerian representative had in fact evoked the highly complex

problem of how to finance economic development in all its component paris.p A meeting

of experts was to study that problem in late 1963.

Despite the objections, he still thought the project would serve a useful purpose,

and he appealed to members to give further serious consideration to the issues before

finally rejecting it. Perhaps the consensus would favour dropping the first study rather

than the whole project.

Mr. HABJHKI (Tunisia) felt that ECA should undertake the study. It was

better equipped to do so, since many of the countries had no economic institutions

of requisite calibre. Thft project was one of the most impor^nt in the programme and

should be maintained as it stood.

Mr. MAYAKI (Niger) said that, as the Executive Secretary had hot rejected

the Nigerian representative's suggestion outright, his delegation would support action

based on a synthesis of the various views. All delegations were concerned at the

high cost of administration in African countries; and most Africans fully appreciated
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the need for a policy of austerity to remedy the unfortunate economic situation

left behind by the former colonial administrations. Indeed, in their relatively

short period of independence some countries had already done much towards re-organizing

their administrative systems in line with national needs. His delegation accordingly

held that the Executive Secretary should be instructed to undertake the proposed

studies with the help of African universities and regional advisers; the results

might enable the African countries to emerge sooner from their inherited economic

difficulties.

ttr. ABOU (Dahomey) held that what the new administrations in Africa needed

at once was guidance on austerity measures that would not cause undue difficulties

or problems. The project should therefore be maintained among programme priorities,

and study of national public accounting systems postponed.

Mr. HACEN (Mauritania) and Mr, PARKER (Liberia) endorsed the Niger

representative's suggestions for action.

Mr. AMADOU (Senegal) regretted that his earlier remarks seemed to have

started a controversy between countries with universities and those with none. He

had mentioned the University of Dakar purely because he believed it had a contribution

to make. Moreover, the Secretariat would no doubt seek the co-operation of national

economic institutes in countries without universities.

Dr. CARNET (Sierra Leone) remarked that one point had so far been entirely

overlooked: the intrinsic worth of the studies. Any study might be of interest in

itself; but the important'question was the value of the information. The project

would end in a blind alley, for the simple reason that there was no value in knowing

the pattern of government spending without also knowing the total resources available;

an accurate assessment of total resources required an adequate system of national

public accounts. Moreover, the proposed studies would not cover resource mobilization,

or indicate the proportion of resources that governments should allocate for economic

development? they would be meaningless because they would throw no light on whether

governments should raise more or less revenue by taxation. That was his underlying

reason for suggesting that the project be dropped from the priority list and a

preliminary study of national public accounting systems undertaken. After that, a

study of government'spending in the different sectors would then make sense. But

if the study should be made now it might be appropriately undertaken by universities

or other interested bodies.
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Kr.' LARDNER' (Nigeria) suggested that the two proposed studies be

re-formulated as follows: "(i) Study .of existing taxation systems in Africa,

with special reference to ways of improving tax administration -procedures and

yieldsi (li) Study of the cost .and benefits of government services, with special

reference to the possibilities of mobilizing further resources for economic

development".

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY welcomed the proposed new wording as stating

more clearly the whole object of the suggested studies, namely to find ways and

mean's of mobilizing further resources for economic development. The Secretariat

would have no difficulty in accepting it.

■ With reference'to the remarks of the Sierra Leone representative, he trusted

that ECA was not thought to be. doing no work whatsoever on national accounts.

The section on statistics showed that one important meeting of national accountants

of the region and Secretariat experts had already been held; that the International

Association for Research in Income and Wealth had decided,, largely at the instance

of the Secretariat, to holdiits 1962 meeting;.,in Addis Ababa; and that the National

Acctiunts Section of the Secretariat would be providing help in the matter to

interested governments. .

Secondly, he fully appreciated the vital importance to Africa of co-ordinating

ECA^s research with work in universities or research institutions, both in Africa

and elsewhere. Every endeavour was being and would continue to be made to

maintain close liaison in-work on matters of common interest.

Mr. HADJERI (Tunisia) welcomed the latest suggestion of the Nigerian

representative, as the changes proposed substantially broadened the scope of the

studies. ..-..■ ,

'■ : ■ Mr, ACQUAH (Ghana)< remarked that both sides in the. discussion obviously .

shared-the same concern that the problem of mobilizing resources for economic

development should be broached; their, sqXq fitterence- was over method. The

studies as formulated in the .report seemed to meet all points at issue. ECA was

competent to undertake those studies, and also to impr.ess on governments the need

to train netion&l research workers to undertake other similar studies, so. that there

would be less need in the future to call on it .for help in such work.
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02-03 Foreign Aid

Mr. STAMENKOVIC (Secretariat) explained that the project was a long

standing one, dating back to the Commission's first session. Under it the

Secretariat was required to present each year to the Commission a report on

bilateral and multilateral assistance to African countries and territories. The

reports had hitherto been prepared mainly by the Department of Economic and Social

Affairs at United Nations Headquarters. The current report, to be submitted under

agenda item 12(a), would be found in document E/CN.14/152.

Uc. BENTLET (United Kingdom) pointed out that the Organization for Economic

Co-operation and Development had also drawn up statistics on such assistance for the

years 1956-59, and was preparing similar data for I960. No doubt the Executive

Secretary would wish to take that and other similar sources of information into

account in preparing the annual report for the Commission.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY confirmed that that would be done automatically.

02-04 Legal and Legislative Aspects of Economic and Social Development

til. STAMENKOVIC (Secretariat) recalled that the project had been discussed

at length in the Committee the previous year and a more precise formulation drafted.

He regretted that no work had yet been done under the project because of difficulty

in finding the right person to do it. He hoped that during the year the services

of a competent consultant might be obtained and a start made on the preliminary work.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) drew attention to the pressing need for a comparative

study of commercial legislation in Africa, based on geographical groupings rather

than on individual countries. Priority of study should also be assigned to industrial

legislation; and in both cases it would be particularly appropriate to examine the

experience of countries in Asia and Latin America where attempts had been mc.de to

adapt legislation to the changing needs of an evolving economy.

The meeting rose at 6.05 p.m.
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SECOND MEETING

Sunday, 18 February 1962, at 9.10 a.m.

Mr. TEIILE HAIMANOT (Ethiopia)

■ . ■ ; Secretary; Jftr. MATHU ■ ■ .

PBOGF.AMME OP WORK AND PRIGHITIES FOR 1962 - ^963

' (E/G;i.l4/162./Rev,l) (continued)

_02-10 Devclo-n^ejij- B&nks

.-. .. . ... The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that work had started on the project, which

had been conceived in pursuance of Ccmciscicn resolution 27 (ill). A group of experts

had mot en--two occasions atd had finished its work on 15 December with the adoption of

recommendations. On 19 December 1961, the General Assembly had adopted a resolution^

emphasising.the necessity of setting up regional banks in Africa. It was to be noted

that, while the Coraiiscion resolution referred to a single bank, the General Assembly

resolution cnvisaGed cover*! regional banks for Africa. They had therefore to choose

between the tro toi:tn. Project 02-10.belonged to the category of special priority

projects and had.bccn coasted; the Ccumiosion must therefore come to a decision so

as to enable tlio Secretariat to ros^me its stud:'' of the question. :

-Mr, £07 (Senegal) _considered that the Commission should instruct the

Secretariat to continue its study of the question, because the report of the experts

containod more qusrio- thnq. e-asvsrs. It vac obvious that a ainglo bank for the

continent, whioh would have,regional.study offices, would have more capital and

greater prestige than regional banks, while at the some time it would have a broader

notion of African problems.,

ter:. APPIAIT (Ohanr,) oxpl^in-d ths,fc7 particularly in its paragraph 5, the

resolution ftd.-P-W by the Gcr.eral Asacsibly was a compromise text supported by the

various delegation ■■■'.■ .:b h^a Submitted the texf to the Second Committee, although their

opinions differ^. Co^o had favoured a single bank and others several banks.

Sinco the Second Ccrnii-Uec had not been ccinposed of banking specialists, it had not

wished to prejudge the question and had been content with laying down the general

lines on which the Commiesica cov.ld do positive work.

1/ 1718 (XVI).
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Mr. DOUKKALI (Morocco), Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) and Mr. do SOUZA (Dahomey)

agreed that there was no need for the Committee to open a debate on the substance

of the question. It was merely a matter of deciding whether or not the project was

to continue to appear in the work programme.

Mr. HASSEN (Mauritania) and Mr. MAYAKI (Niger) said that in view of the

importance of the question the Secretariat should continue its study, whatever deci

sion the Commission might reach during its session.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) said that responsibility for changing the work

programme rested with -the Commission itself. The Committee had met to ensure that

the programme conformed to the interests of all Africa. The programme before it was

astonishingly incoherent and unbalanced. Thus, instead of giving first place to the

four most important questions for the future of Africa - natural resources,

industrialization, transport and trade - it allotted a large place to community

development and social security, which were but consequences of economic development.

It was precisely economic development that should receive first place. - Further the

programme should be sufficiently flexible to evolve wiih the situation.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) said that the Committee was there not to draw up a new

programme but to make certain that the programme outlined by the Secretariat conformed

to the recommendations adopted at previous sessions. The programme included permanent

projects - the Commission could change their category only with difficulty because of

the work already started - and new projects. With regard to the permanent projects,

the members of the Committee had best confine themselves to any suggestions that

might have come to mind since the third session and let the Commission take decisions.

The Committee should devote most attention to the new projects, with a view to

determining if the rank allotted to them by the Secretariat in the order of priorities

was suitable.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) had understood from the remarks of the Executive

Secretary at the previous session that the Committee had the right to change the

programma by making deletions, additions or changes in order.

Mr. ROSSEN (Secretariat) recalled that the powers of the Committee, as

defined by the Executive Secretary, derived from a decision taken by the Commission

itself at its first session.

Mr. APPIAH (Ghana) said that his delegation felt that the Committee un

questionably had the right to make any changes required by the changing situation in

the work programme submitted by the Secretariat.
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Mr.'RAMANGASQAVINA (Madagascar), supported by Mr. ZELLEKE (Ethiopia),

thought that the Committee was quite competent to revise the .programme. Priority-

should be given to the four subjects mentioned by the representative of Nigeria, but

without neglecting certain important points like technical studies, and social,

financial or other research.

Mr. DOUKKALI (Morocco) thought that it would be advisable* at the present

session, to follow the usual procedure, without losing sight of the need to,give

priority to the four main subjects already mentioned.

Mr. PARKER (Liberia) proposed that the Committee, without debating the

substance, should accept the proposals of the group of experts, approve Project 02-10,

and refer it to the Commission.

It was so decide^.

Mr. HASSEN (Mauritania) proposed that the Committee should continue

consideration of the work programme in the numerical order of the projects.

It was so decided.

02-11 Budget Workshop

Mr. LIGTHART (Secretariat) drew the attention of the Committee to the

report of the First Workshop on Budget Reclassification and Management (E/CN. 14/117),

and pointed out that the Secretariat had proposed a second workshop for 1963 or 1964.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) wondered whether the Committee should not give slight

priority to that project, as the Secretariat did not seem certain of being able to

carry it out in the immediate future.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) stressed the importance of studies which would enable

the African countries to introduce uniform methods of national accountancy and to send

to ECA, for the purpose of its economic researches, information which would be easily

comparable.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) recalled that the Secretariat of the United

Nations had published an important study on functional-economic classification of

government accounts. The studies in view might therefore lead to overlapping. In

any case, they should not appear among.the special priority projects.

Mr. RAMANGASOAVINA (Madagascar) and Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey) supported the

representative of Sierra Leone and proposed that project 02-11 should not appear on

the high priority list.

It was so decided.
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02-12. Inflation and Savings

Mr, OXRZANOWSKI (Secretariat) explained that the new project was to be

carried out in 1962, in co-ordination with projects 02-01 (Monetary Systems) and

02^-02 (Public Finance). Those studies were complementary, and their main purpose

was to facilitate the establishment of monetary policies which would assist in the

utilization of national resources and promote African economic development. Project

02-12 also came within the competence of the Conference on the Financing of Economic

Development, which was to be held in the autumn of 1962.

Mr. CAHNEI (Sierra Leone) said that he would be surprised if the studies

in view yielded any positive results theoretically. There was already abundant

documentation on inflation and savings. The work which remained to be done was

rather within the competence of the national authorities - governments and central

banks, which would have to decide, in the light of generally accepted theories,

whether they wished to have recourse to cost-price inflation as distinct from

currency inflation as a means of economic development, and if so, at what point such

inflation seemed to represent a danger to their economy.

Mr. LAJRDNER (Nigeria) also feared that the Secretariat would only carry out

work of purely academic interest, in view of the fact that inflation was a phenomenon

practically unknown on the African continent.

Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey) agreed with the views on inflation expressed by the

representatives of Sierra Leone and Nigeria. Inflationary tendencies in Africa had

always been caused by external factors connected with the economic situation of the

former colonial countries. The question of savings was, however, extremely important

for the African States, and should attract the special attention of the Commission.

Mr. ROSSEN (Secretariat) pointed out that the purpose of the proposed studies

was, not to examine the present situation of Africa with respect to inflation, but to

help new African States to lay the foundation of a healthy monetary economy without

having to run the risks of controlled inflation.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) was happy to note that certain African countries had not

experienced and seemed not to fear inflation. Libya, on the contrary, had been

obliged to make a thorough study of the situation after its accession to independence,

because fears of inflation had been aroused by the changes effected in the structure

of its economy. Moreover, travel about Africa was enough to show that in many

countries there was at least a fairly symptomatic rise in prices if not inflation proper.
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It would therefore not be wise to delete the project. T}ie Coinaiit^e: epuld, however,

direct it-more; definitely: towards economic development by,;;asking the. Secretariat to

collect -as complet'e:^information, as possible on^production and. prices; and to try to

detetrmine the1level-at. which inflation would probably compromise rather than promote

economic, developmenti; .-The -interest of the; study was far from merely; academic*-.

:-. ■ ;. :. .:■• Mr,' RAMANGASOAVDJA; (Madagascar) attached-great importance to the study of

- -..savings, about which Very little was known in Africa,-as savings hardly existed .

there except in the form of hoarding.* Otherwise, he recognized that project 02-12 did

not deserve: a very: high priority.. . ■ .....

: ..,;-.; Mr. H&DJERI (Tunisia) said that, if inflation meant a rise in, prices when

production was stagnant, there certainly was inflation in Africa. Undoubtedly, in

adequacy of:statisical data masked the situation. It^was, therefore, essential that

the Commission should, continue its work on the problem, provided that the study on

inflation was connected with that, on savings and, those responsible resolutely eschewed

• ::a purely: European outlook and concerned themselves above all with producing specific

remedies appropriate to the;situation:in Africa:and the dictates of the general :

economic.policy. ■■■-■ ... ■- -. ■■.■> . ■.--., >-. . :;--.'i . .

<■■ - ■.■■■■•> ,■■■■'■■■ Mr. de SOUZA .(Dahomey) .repeated that: the.African countries1 had not - ,

experienced inflation in its classical sense of - excess of demand over supply. He

;: therefore considered that the proposed study was premature.

.:■.;-; Mr. CISSE (Guinea): stressed, that there was permanent inflation in all .

under-developed countries:simply because their* economies were directed,by; remote

-: control from the outside., because they had outlets rather than markets and because

. derisory prices for their products were' imposed, upon, them.,

■ !■■■ [ . . . Mr. SOW (Senegal) said thct, at a time* when: most independent African States

should: be establishing a really national currency and revising their relations with

; the former issuing banlcs?. their first concern was- to know how inflation and savings

could be used for economic development * : ■< The two should not be separated1, since one

was the antidote to the other, ■ : r - . :

■ Mr. LARDNEB (Nigeria) considered it more important that national planners

should be taught, how to: curb inflation: when it: occurred than that the, various signs

.-. of inflation should be studied. ■. ., -... :; ... ■ . "; ■ . :. ■-.:-,

: Mr.DOUKKALI (Moirocco) likewise considered thftt, all question, related to

inflation should be studiiedy: above; all-in connexion: with- training projects^.-,
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Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) agreed with the representative of Senegal and suggested

as a compromise solution that in 1962 the Secretariat should maintain project 02-01

in its present fora and in 1963 or 1964 it should make a more advanced study,

expanding the work in the eense indicated by various members of the Committee.

Mre ROGSEN (Secretariat) summarized the discussion and suggested that in

1962 project 02-12 should be accorded a fairly low priority and its execution linked

up with project 02-01 and -vith the work of setting-up an economic development

institute.

It was so agreed.

The meeting was sy.sper.ded at 11,15 a.m. and resumed at 11.35 a.m.

02-13 Administrative Problonn of African Governments

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARI indicated that after consultation with the Public

Administration Eivision ct Ileadc/^rters in New York it had been agreed to convene the

Seminar en the Administrative Problems of African Governments in October 1962. The

Committee would no dc^bb 7,-ish i- prcpoc- tha* the Commission should await the

recommendations of the pcn-bicrp-ntc in that Seminar - who would be high officials from

African States, assisted, by experts in administrative questions - before deciding on

the future work of tho Socrotarfs-t in that field.

There being no c oinmeiit3, jj-__^P _?p_ decided.

03-01 Pro'r' e.x*? €*-■■*$L_Prq''T?ec7is of Po:ci^. T;.ade for African Countries

Mr. N7PATI (Esar^tri^-) said thct, apart fron the activities in the programme,

the Standing Coicnittee en Trade vroulo. hold it* first meeting in May 1962. In 1963,

there would ba two aoiLin&rs en the local products of West Africa and East Africa.

Finally, a meeting cf t^r.do experts vrem planned before the end of 1962.

Mr, LAED1TEK (Ni^erio,) por.ntGd cut that ECA's activities should be

principally directed to tlio development of the African economies. It was therefore

of primary innorfcaaco to dice~er 1>e possibilities which increased production would

offer the African countries for the development of thoir trade. At the previous

session, the representative of Congo (Leopoldville) had quite rightly stressed the

need to undertake the study of the prospects for foreign trade at the sub-regional

level? to examine tha strirture of imports and exports in each sub-region, the supply

of raw materials, otc.. All those questions were of more importance in the develop

ment of intra-Afriean trade than the organization of customs, fiscal policies or
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preferential agreemsrrts., He v?uid■ there-fore propose the deletion from the work

programme of all the projects dealing yrith those questions and suggest that the

Secretariat be asked to deal with all foreign trade problems on a sub-regional

basis, •

Mr, PAIIMI (United Arab Repr.blic) urged that the Secretariat's studies

and documents should deal in general with certain groups of questions or certain

products, although, it ■-y,- onId be dcrirable to extend their scope so as to cover all

the African countries. He had m£io.e the sama comment st the previous session with

regard to the i:acidenceE of European economic groups; it *as equally applicable to

foreign trade, which should be studied as a whole and not from the sub-regional angle.

Mr. CARPET (Sierra Lecne) wac doubtful about the extent to which the study

Ox customs systems could help to speed up trade between countries most of which

belonged to different ecjiioiaie bices. He wan cfraid ':hat such a study would only

serre a-s a pretext" -io ,vr.do thj .iwiii problem., v/hich was the development of production

in African corji';r:;r^ and tb? i>c^t:.ng--iz, o.f cr Afri-un common narket.

Ut, ifjIPMI (Sf.-'.-iirslariGt) roxirced out vhat th-9 Ccinmssion had conducted or

was cohduc-bin- n nvmbgi- of 3V.ic= c^ ir.duat::ia:i2at.lcn and that project 03-01 should

be linked wi-ih project.- 11-01 {Inc.*j:rt:.-ial a'-'-ejs ani Inductrial Planning) and 12-01

(Transport), Iu -^ha;. jcnte;;t. tLe p^G-jec+- unde* d^oeuesion had real significance.

Mr, Al'jiS.i ;L£L:.r,) p.tt.cL ti;ni-. riuiieff en cut corns organisation in the various

parts of Africa1 cvdl'l no-; .:e,il ia j.>,-7."!.i-iate Africa, brads. In his view the

Secretariat Eiic-o'.r1. ■:-:; ^i to Ei3t Africa.," aid :.ctor -bo Ncrth Africa, the study begun

in Vfest Afr:ca0

Mr= do 30"J7:k (Bchop':.;;) -vUorT^d ih-> roprorsnvative of Libya, He .did not

think -tha-i ^c-pu-r^to -j-t-jl:".^ ^h-.- Ir? t :■ r^d<: cr. inti'a-.-ifric&n trado and trade between

the 'Afric&n c^orivrie^ ena rth^L c ;-ii;.n-?m,-; c,i the n-h:uy of t.-ade relations between

the African region £hl cbi,-^ r?.^-i.o cf the '7 3i-l:l T-c;l.i "i.-ri'ig out the possibilities of

trade agreorientr: bow^tiv -Lhe Afri^.in cci^iri.ci,

Vr?.. EATJECII (i'w'iisia) agreed that industrialisation was one of the main

factors in the ooenxnic iove}cpr.:e:-.-, of Africa, but »voros^ed the importance of foreign

trade, and core particur.arj,y of irtrv-Afr;.- n tradi pro!:lerj3» African trade whether

developed or ntapaa-bsl clrfsndeJ' c^. trr.1.3 rplati.ci:^ bo^veen the African and the

European cciiiitries; J.i Turii-f.a, iJ:, Had been cbnorr^d after independence that 90

per cent of trado vis :v::.th rxo Ev;,-^pcr,-j rorjitrj'-, -i'-i nti-a'-rpt had been made to
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diversify Tunisian trade with the European countries and to organize trade with

African countries. He therefore supported the study of the problems of intra-

African trade.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) did not understand how the study oh customs *

organization could help in the development of industry. Furthermore, it must not be

forgotten that the prospects of markets in western Europe were somewhat restricted.

Instead of harking back to old problems, the Committee should try to find a solution >

to the existing situation in Africa.

Mr. ZELLEKE (Ethiopia) thought that the best' way of stimulating Africari : ■.■:■

trade was to seek to diversify the production of Africari countries. Customs

administration was secondary, and the efforts of the Secretarial should be directed

primarily towards the diversification of production;

Mr. DOUKKALI (Morocco) drew attention to the importance of 'agricultural

production. He stressed that the savings necessary to the industrialization of a

country could be formed out of agricultural production, the effect of which was #0 give

rise to industrial investments. '

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) shared the views eXp'res'se'd: by the-representatives of

Nigeria, Ethiopia and'Morocco. Studies on customs administration should be carried

out in the various African regions, because ih'ey would permit the elimination 6f; l<

obstacles to intra-African trade; but the Secretariat should nevertheless concentrate

its efforts on industrialization.

!|;''' *Mr. LAEDNER (Nigeria) pointed '"out that' the' Secretariat^' resource's were :

limited and should be used wisely. It was!therefore important that industrialization;"

which'Vas essential to Africa's economic development, "should hot be sacrificed to '

secondary questions such as transit anci customs adrninistrat'ibh.

Li; The EXECUTIVE' SECRETARY said thal'decisions'cbncernirig the Secretariat's

work should be taken by'the Commission.' fie'recalled tlia^ the Working Party on Customs

Administration in'West Aftica had sugges'ied that a similar study should.be made in

other p^rts of Africa. As to industrialization, the new Director of the Division of

Industry, Transport and Natural Resources would be submitting projects to the Oommission.

Mr. PARKER (Liberia) observed that the members of the Committee were'unaiiimbus

in recognizing that industrialization1and transport were priority questions, whereas

customs administration was 'SeVonda'ry;0 He therefore suggested giving the latter

project lower priority and going on to the next project.
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The CHAIRMAN thought that suggestion would be acceptable to all.

Mr. LAHDNEK (Nigeria) thought the Committee should give very low priority

to the project under consideration.

Mr. SOW (Senegal) pointed out that the African countries were equally

ignorant of the moral and material conditions in which intra-African trade could
.-.'■]. . ..■■.. ■ ■ -.■.,- '

develop. He stressed the fact that industry functioned differently in under-developed

countries. It should not be forgotten that the raw materials used in industry had

often to be imported and that African countries were obliged to call upon foreign

technicians - which all increased the cost price of goods. Certain countries which

were loud in calling for* the industrialization of Africa refused to buy African

products which were dearer than those they could import from European countries.

Intra-African trade would develop only when African countries had understood the

difficulties peculiar to industry in Africa.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) said he would prefer not to use the terms "high

priority", and "low priority". As customs administration had already been studied

in West Africa, the Secretariat should proceed with similar studies in other parts

of Africa. He suggested, however, that high priority should be accorded only to

industrialization but no reference made to the fact that the equally important

study on customs administration should have a lower degree of priority.

With reference to the statements made by the representative of Senegal,

Mr. DOUKKALI (Morocco) mentioned another factor in the development of intra-African

trade: the consumption of African products. He asked if the Secretariat could

organize exhibitions with a view to publicizing the products of the various African

countries throughout the continent.

Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey) requested that the study on trade relations should be

maintained in the programme of work because it would permit the completion of trade

arrangements between African countries. Similarly, customs administration should be

studied in various parts of Africa, because it happened that certain African countries

refused to buy African products owing to the customs difficulties entailed. Finally,

studies on trade relations between the African regions and other parts of the world

should not be neglected, because the economic decolonization of African countries was

not yet complete.

Mr. LAKDNER (Nigeria) pointed out that trade was bilateral and as a rule

depended upon the reciprocal advantages to be gained by the interested parties.

While he did not object to studies on those questions, he did not consider them

essential.
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Mr. SOW (Senegal) said that the taxes imposed by certain countries were

another obstacle in the way of intra-African trade. As to what the representative of

Nigeria had said, intra-African trade should in his opinion be considered on a

multilateral rather than bilateral basis.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) asked the Chairman to put to the vote the question

of the priority to be accorded to the project.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) requested the representative of Sierra Leone n:t to

insist on his request for a vote, and suggested that the Committee should merely

invite the Secretariat to give high priority to projects relating to indust:y arid

transport.

Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey) supported the suggestion of the representative of

Libya.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) agreed.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY expressed regret that the question iad no: been put

to the vote, because the Secretariat would have liked to receive precise instructions

on the matter.

Mr. CISSE (Guinea) said he was astonished that the study had been refused

by the representatives of countries that were prisoners of a customs oaclav,, They

should riot forget that production and not the marketing of products c.nstit;bed tha

most important question. Despite the impact of trade on the national econcmy, a

country might be obliged to take a politico-economic decision not exclusively

conditioned by commodity prices.

It was inadmissible that certain products which were 75 per cent foreign and ;nade

to appear African should be considered as originating in Africa.

Mr; LARDNER (Nigeria) said he would agree to the study being maintained iti

the programme of work provided that it was not considered essential and provided

further that it'would be concerned Tith trade relations and not with trade conditidns.

The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.
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THIRD MEETING

,. Sunday., 18 February 1962, at 2.40. p.m. . : . , ,

Chairman : ■■' ' Mr. TEIOjE HAIMaNOT (Ethiopia)

Secretary : Mr. MaTHU"

PROGRAMME OF WORK AND PRIORITIES^OR ,1962-1963 (S/CN.14/l62/Rev»l) (continued)

.The CHAIRMAN appealed to representatives under rule .46 of the Commission's ;

rules o,f procedure to limit their interventions to five minute.s, because of the,

shortness of the time left to the Committee in which to complete its work.

03 International Trade . ' -

Mr. NIPAN (Secretariat) introduced the remaining projects under this heading

(except 03-10). Under'project 03-02 (Regional and Preferential, Trade Arrangements), he

said, the Secretariat had prepared, a report on recent developments in western^European

economic groupings (E/CN,14/139), including the most recent decision of. the European

Economic Community on a common agricultural policy. That would be studied by the

Standing Committee on Trade at its next, meeting in i/:ay; 1962* ... ;

Two further papers were expected %o be. ready, for issue.within.the ne.xt-.few

weeks. The first, on the. Commonwealth preferential ^ system, in. Africa, had been. held:

back on account.of the current negotiations, between^.the, United Kingdom ,and, the. European

Common Market. The second .related %q. African.,trade with,, eentrally-pplanned ocpnomies.,...

Project 03-04, a continuing activity, included the publication pf a "Foreign;;/.,
■ ■■ ■ r' ■

Trade Newsletter" containing information taken.,from,periodicals and.newspaper, reports.

It was hoped that African, governments would, agree to^npminate. permanent correspondents

to the publication, in order that ynew developments m^ght be. fully reported... The

Conference of. African Businessmen (project 03-11)hhad. originally been planned for 1961

and was now scheduled to .take .place in 1,962. ...A s^e^ific conference secretariat in ..,

Monrovia was primarily responsible, and ECA was merely helping with arrangements for

the Conference. •■--.•■-..* - ■- - ■■••-— .■---

Projects 03-12 and 03-13 (Transit Problems in West Africa), had already come in

for comment at the previous meeting. Preparatory work was expected to start during

the year, and it was hoped that the Panel of Experts on Transit Problems might be

convened towards the end of 1962 and the Working Party on Frontier Traffic during 1963.
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Mr. PARKER (Liberia) recalled that a preliminary Conference of African Business

men had been held in Monrovia in I960, to study some common problems in intra-African

trade. At meetings of the Steering Committee for the projected Conference, held at

Monrovia and Casablanca in early 1961, it had come to light that many of the proposals

made at the earlier Conference had already to some extent been implemented by EGA and

certain African political groupings. However, some aspects of the original programme

were still subject to discussion, and it had been decided to proceed with the project.

His delegation, once fully represented, would be able to give the Commission more

information on the subject.

Mr. NYPAN (Secretariat) outlined the background to project 03-10, The

Executive Secretary was arranging to convene a meeting of African primary-producing

countries to cons^^er the position of the agricultural commodities of main interest

to them, and preparatory work was now proceeding in collaboration with United Nations

Headquarters and the Food and Agriculture Organization. The Nigerian Government was

considering a proposal that the meeting should be held in Lagos during June 1962.

04-01 Economic_Bulletin for Africa

Mr. STALiSNKOVTC (Secretariat) recalled that the Commission, at its first

session, had concluded that it ought to produce a more flexible publication than an

annual economic survey for Africa, and had accordingly decided that an economic bulletin

should be published twice yearly. The practice had thus far been to devote the first

issue of the year to an analysis of the current economic situation, and the second issue

to special articles on subjects of specific interest to African countries and on

activities of the Commission. The bulletin was intended not only to meet the immediate

needs of government officials, but also to provide documentary material on African

problems for universities and research workers.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY added that he was seriously considering the

preparation of an economic survey of Africa since 1956, to be completed by the end

of 1963 and submitted to the Commission at its sixth session in 1964. The Committee

would recall that an earlier survey covering the years 1950-1956 had been submitted to

the Commission at its 1960 session in Tangier. He hoped the resources at his disposal

would enable him to carry out the task.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) congratulat»d the Executive Secretary on the excellent

work done in producing the Economic Bulletin, and suggested that future numbers

should include a bibliography of publications put out by ECA and the other regional

economic commissions.
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05 Social Aspects of Economic Development

Mrs. BASTER (Secretariat) stated that project 05-01 dealt with social

problems and policies in relation to economic change. Part of her assignment as a

regional adviser on social development had been to collaborate in the preparation of

the regional chapter on Africa for the 1963 Report on the fforld Social Situation?:

in gathering together the available material on major social trends, the staff were

exploring much of the area of research covered by the project.

An attempt had been made to formulate the project in a somewhat more positive

fashion than hitherto, following as far as possible indications provided by recent

working parties and expert groups. To take account of proposals made by the. Working

Party on Economic and Social Development and the Standing Committee on Community

Development and Social ffdfare, the Executive Secretary proposed to amend the wording

of study (b) by adding at the end the phrase: ''and values and institutions

conducive to development". . The main purpose of the addition was to ensure that the

positive inducements as well as the barriers to change should be covered.by the

study. . ......

A similar amplification was proposed for study (c), the formulation of which

would now read: "Analysis of the Social Aspects of Development Plans and of

Expenditure on Social Programmes, and the Integration of Social Programmes and ,

Policies in Comprehensive Development Plans". The addition was intended to make it

possible to follow up the discussion that had taken place on those topics in the

Working Psxty on Social and Economic Development, and in particular to co-operate with

the Development Unit in the preparatory work for the group of experts expected to meet

in 1963 to discuss planning in the social sectors in relation to overall development

plans.

She drew attention to the references to co-ordination with other projects and

with the work of the Development Unit and the Standing Committee on Community

Development and Social Welfare. The Standing Committee had put forward at its latest

meeting a number of suggestions for research, as a guide to the subjects considered

important by those concerned with the execution of social policy.

The lines of work proposed under the project would allow the Secretariat to

make the best use of its limited staff resources.

Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey) thought the word "social" somewhat narrow, and

suggested that it be replaced by the word "sociological", which embraced the position

of the individual in society.
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Commenting on the section as a whole, kr. LaRDNER (Nigeria) said that his

delegation believed that the emphasis there should be on training, and more especially

on the training of national planners in social development. The Standing Committee on

Community Development and Social Welfare had already noted that view; but he would

like an assurance that adequate steps would be taken to put the policy into effect.

The studies should merely constitute the background for the training.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY referred the previous speaker to the section of the

training programme which contained all the training projects in every field of activity

under one heading. (E/CN.14/162, page 49). Project 41-02 was devoted to training in

economic and social planning.

Introducing the projects on population and urbanization questions

'(05-02, -03, -10 and -ll), Mr. COMHAIHE (Secretariat), remarked that they were both

modest and ambitious. They were modest because they purported merely to clarify

certain social aspects of economic development, and because they were limited to studies

and left the decision on action to be taken by others. They were ambitious because

the small staff was being called upon to fashion the tools that would enable others to

act more effectively.

The Standing Committee had given an impetus to the work by putting forward valuable

recommendations, including one proposing that studies on African municipal taxation

and small traders should b& undertaken in 1963.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) proposed that, to avoid duplication of work, the study

on the economic and social implications of migration be included under project

05-02 rather than under project 05-01(b). The subject would obviously have to be

covered in any study of demographic factors, and the same work should not be repeated

elsewhere. .

The CHAIRMAN answered that the Executive Secretary was ready to accept the

suggestion.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) recommended that first priority be given to project

O5-O3(a). A mass of information on urbanization in under-developed regions, including

Africa, was already available, and the most urgent need of African governments was for

a summary of the findings to be derived from that information, to guide the framing

of urbanization policy.
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; . ■ The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY agreed that the activity was very important. Under

project 05-01 it was planned' to convene a meeting of national officials responsible for

urbanization in April 1963f when all available information would be placed &t their

disposal and arrangements made for an exchange of views. It was hoped that the results

would prove useful to African governments.

Mr. CHIDZERO (Secretariat), introducing project 05-04, said that the Executive

Secretary desired the Committee's guidance on future pursuit of the activity. A number

of sub-regional studies on the economic and social consequences of racial dis

criminatory practices had already been carried out,, and the point at issue was whether

those studies should be extended to the remaining sub-regions, or whether priority

should be given to studies in depth in the sub-regions already covered, or to studies

of specific aspects of the question. All three methods had advantages and disadvantages.

Under the terms of the governing resolution the Secretariat was bound to continue sub-

regional studies, which might yield little of substance while other more important

areas were neglected; hence the need for the Committee's guidance.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) was impressed by the way in which the Secretariat had

handled a most difficult and delicate subject. The main value of the work, as he saw

it, was to establish an inventory of racial discriminatory practices that were more or

less institutional or legal: i.e. recognized and condoned by society and in some cases

reinforced by legislation. Once the situation throughout the region in respect of such

practices was known, action could be taken to abolish them. Ho accordingly hoped that

work would continue to be focussed on those points until the whole region had been

covered.

Mr. LaEDNER (Nigeria) thought there might be some advantage in conducting

further research in depth in the areas already covered, in order to perfect the

Secretariat's investigating techniques and grasp of the problems. The processes of

racial discrimination were often so complex and elusive that more detailed study was

needed for their proper understanding.

Mr. M)RGAD0 (Portugal) supported the view of the Libyan representative that

the studies should be extended to the remaining sub-regions in order that the Commission

might get a general picture of the problem throughout the region as a whole.
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06 Statistics

Intro<Luc ing this section, Mr. BERTHET (Secretariat), said that the various

projects listed' under it represented..an extension of the programme submitted in the

previous year; the object was still the same, namely to help African-countries to

improve their statistical services so as better to meet- -economic and social planning

1 i

needs.

Project~O6-Ol constituted the basis of the whole programs, and.19 countries had

already drawn up plans for developing^hedr statistical services. A new development

had taken place in technical assistance which it was believed would meet a long-felt

want, namely the establishment of a regional advisory service, comprising the three

permanent staff members and five regionol-adv-ig-ers assigned under the United-Notions

TechnicaJLjVsjsistance Programme, to provide a short—^rm~-o^>naultativ^.,&©3rvix«vto

supplement,.longer—texm-te^hni<?al_afseijs"tenoe.'

He went on to describe the work to be done under the other projects, and lastly

<irew~-attention to the trai.ning-pr&gr-anuae-JLjiolu.dsd' in: the' general section on training.

The worst bottleneck-in the whole programme was lacl^: eif trained startisrtijjians, and it

was hop-e-d that three training- centres for middle—grede^-'statxeticians would be—«vaiXable

by 1962. ECa was also giving assistance to a training centre for top-level

stata_sticiansl,-.'and was malting' arrangements to reoeive-Oandidates for training in

operation of the data-^pr-oceasing machines'-available in the r;Gcerxtiy^-©»tahXish©d

Secxetariat-jn&chanical unit,

Mr. AHMED (Morocco) congratulated the1 Secretariat on the work done in

statistics. The task was tedious but indispensable, since accurate statistical data

were needed for accurate forecasting of trends in economic development. His country,

recognizing the importance of the task, had followed ECa's recommendations by re

organizing its statistical services and instituting training courses for statisticians.

One side of the work, however, appeared to have been somewhat neglected, namely

agricultural statistics. It was difficult enough to obtain accurate statistics on

industry, but even more difficult to obtain them on agriculture, because of the uh- ;

predictable conditions. His delegation would accordingly like to see permanent bontact

established between ECA and the FAO agricultural statistical unit, with a view to1

improving agricultural statistics in Africa. '
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Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) said he had been interested to learn ^

secjign now had,a;mechanical.;unit where training might be given in the use

of data-processing machines. {. He asked .what, exactly the,facilities.consisted ?f •...

Secondly,,.he, asked,why. i;t was considered,necessary to prepare methodological

manuals.pn household, sur^eys^and^he like adapted specif^ally, to-African conditions .

(project 06-04(b)), and whether such adaptations would still conform with the

recognized, basic requirement. of .international comparabp.lity Qf; statistics.. ,

,,.; ..... tor. BER£HET (Secretariat.) explained; that the,, recently-established mechanical

unify was provided with, ISMdata-processing.^m&ehines,, and. that ..£h,e .intention, was fyo:

enable.African governments tp,.send.,.sruitable,persons :to Addis.Ababa for training ,in ,

the^., pperatipji. . . .. . . .,- , , .. , ,. ... ■ ,■■■■',■■ f .... . ■ , • ;■■ . ';■..... ;■,■■, i.. j,,■•;■>■■ >■.

The.re w.as. ^io, contfadi:c.t,ipn .between EGA's efforts %o draw up raethodplpgio£4rmanu^ls

suited to African conditions and the need for ensuring international.; cpmp(arab^lityt ofh

statistics, Expexi^npe had; shpvn th^t the ,methods suitable for .use , in,.advanced countries

coul^d; (npt be supcie^sfully applie(d; in the .lassf-advanced, countries, wi.thout ^dpptatfpn .

toi their peculiar, ppnditions. . Th^ere was. no question, hpweyer, of; compropiising on^ .

recognized international, standards for the compilation of stp-tistfcs. |( ,, _ __ , , .

Mr. CARNEI, (Sierra -Leone); was still, not cp.nvi.nced, pfj.the, value, of a mechanical

processing unit u^ing the IB^punchT-jcardi system. If countries had no such machines,

there was. nP point, i^i sending .trainees, to. Addis ,Ab&bar .,,^or ,did he. advocate, publication

of statistical handbooks. The basic problem in many African ,c.pun(tf,iiesMw.a^;not, to

collect statistics .but. to publish: the available data..,, , . -u,

; lix. BERECHET (Secretariat) replied that countries which possessed iBhi machines

might: still lack .competent technicians to operate them. A number of Afri,o^ns ;had been

sent to Europe for. training, but the added advantage, of learning the mechanical process

in Addis Ababa was the opportunity, it gave Africans to become acquainted with th.e... ..

work of ECa.. . i •:-.

He agreed with the representative of Sierra Leone that the main, problem was t& .

collect and publish statistical data - which raised the. ^uestipn of the, form, in which :.

they^sho.uld .be, published. In general there was only, -one good method^ ;but .attempts

were being made fco, .analyse the: jvaripus proved techniques.':» The publication of a hand

book on agriculture, for instance, was costly,; and .%he, $J>D. ^technique, jhelged to overcome

the financial difficulty.
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Mr. DGUKKALI (Morocco) agreed up to a point with the views expressed by the

representative of; Sierra Leone. What was wanted was a standardized nomenclature and

indices to improve the comparability of statistical data. ■■■:.■.; ..< n\ .,

Mr.. CAftNEX (Sierra Leone) advocated training on the spot in countries. t tl..il;

possessing computers. The Secretariat was :too optimistic in thinking, that all African

countries wouldiadopt uniform standards for the compilation of statistics. , ,.

11-4)1 Industrial. .Surveys and Industrial Planning : .... ..,

; Mr. EffING (Secretariat) said that:the project was in the early stages.of .

development. The programme:of surveys necessarily covered a wide and important area

of all-African economy, and.the Secretariat would welcome a substantial expression of

views. The build-up, initiated under the project ,pf a country-by-country inventory of

African industries., demanded ;a major effort tq collect and process available

statistics. The data would be.published in the first place in a general .document on

the industrial situation in Africa, to form a basis for further studies of intra-.,

African trade. ■: ;!■ . ■ -. . . ■

Mr. NOMVETE (Secretariat) said:that project 11-02 (Study of Individual :

Industries and Groups of. Industries) had been initiated in conjunction with th§ ;..;

inventory. The studies of the listed industries -would.be carried outran a regional,

sub-regional or country basis, as appropriate. A number of..sem^narSiWould be convened

in 1962 and 1963 arising out of the studies made for the purpose of submitting concrete

recommendations with regard to future plans. Provision had been made.for feasibility

investigations under project 11-10f to.be followed by investment studies, with a view

to assisting governments to carry out[development projects. Preliminary;plans,had.:

been made for a.conference on African.energy resources in 1963, and.considerable! ■ ;

progress had been made in preparing a manual on the implementation of investment^projects,

;■:. With regard to project 11-01,;I^ir.. FAEKftil (Liberia) suggested that the

description should include a reference totthe African industries' sources of.investment.

He,also appealed to ECA to include some type of industrial development training;,...

programme on the lines of those provided-in a number of European and American countries.

Replying to the first point raised by the representative of Liberia, the-

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY agreed that some description should.be included.in;prpject 11-01

of the African industries1.sources of investment. On the second point, he indicated

that negotiations were being initiated with the Governing Body of the Special Fund for

the setting-up of an industrial development institute, similar to the proposed economic

planning institute, at which Africans ?rould receive training in development programming.
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Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) expressed concern about the availability of staff to

make an inventory of African industries. Regarding the setting-up of an industrial

development institute, he recommended that ECA, in co-operation with UNESCO, should

undertake a survey of skilled manpower in the sub-regions and enquire in particular

how the supply could be improved in quantity and quality, failing which the institute

would be run' entirely by staff from outside Africa. Something should also be done to

adapt industrial research to the special needs of Africa. In the interests of intra-

African trade it was also important to discover, measure and evaluate African mineral

resources prior to a study on industrial development. Turning to the list of

industries enumerated under project 11-02, he stressed the importance of agricultural

equipment suited to special conditions in Africa.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) agreed with the representatives of Liberia and Nigeria

on the importance of industrial training and research. Pointing to the difficulty of

developing African industries if budgetary considerations were kept apart from

balance-of-payments problems, he formally proposed the inclusion in the description

of project 11-02 of studies of the inter-relationship between fiscal problems, the

balance-of-payments situation and industrial development. A study should be made of

that kind of inter-relationship, and the position in each country spelt out.

This proposal was adopted.

Mr. DOUKKaLI (Morocco) assured the Secretariat that his Government was

fully in favour of the proposed build-up of an inventory of African industries, and

was prepared to supply the necessary information for friorocco. In setting up an

industrial institute for Africa it would be well to draw a distinction between

industrialization and the spirit of enterprise. Seminars should be organized for

that purpose.

Iri: reply to Mr. CARNEY. (Sierra Leone), who expressed some concern about

duplication with the feasibility investigations already being carried out by the

World Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the Special Fund, and other bodies,

the EXECUTIVE SECRETARY pointed out that those agencies' activities were world-wide in

scope.' ■ ■

In reply to a question by Mr. LaRDNER (Nigeria) regarding the functions of

the proposed industrial development institute, the EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that a

reference to its establishment would be found in document E/CH.14/162. He hoped to be
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in a position to make a concrete proposal at a later stage; bui it would be premature

to answer.,^uestipn^befjor,©,.^ : He had mentioned the matter

on^y ,b9pa^se, ,^he Trepresenta^ive qf Nig9ri%.ha4!-rais>$d the, question .pf ;*falining^f^r.v ..^

industrial development. . ; .,v,.- .:■■:■ >■ ,■ ■•-■ ;■•,-■■>■. ■■ -.■■■.,..;•;■. : ,.>>-,! ;; -; -;O'

:, 't Mr. • JjaKDNEE (Nigeria).1p:i/re^fledjiiha.t;inego^iations for;.the .establishment of, .,

an industrial development institute should be..given, the. highest priority;.in; 1962. ,, ,..;

12-Q1j Transport ,. ■■;.■,■: ■■■■ ,...•■.■.. ;.-. ;--^;; f ■-. ■ , .:-,.::.' ;-;-;;--r--

., ^ir.EH^NROOTH^&pre^ariatJ s^ld;i>hat thp.^rpup of stud^s .und^r. 12-p^ , ..;n

represented a continuing project on transport-problems in: Africa,, w.i.^h emphasis pn^. .-

the role of the, tran$port. industry-;^in^ pr,omp.ting .economic-deTrelopmeixt.,,^

The first s^,ep; had bee.n a report on. transpprt in:¥est Afripa^^ubcni-trt^cL .to- th^e^ , .

third--sessi-cji of the Coqmissipn.., t The report, sligjitl^- amended^ :would shjor,tiy Je,,., ,..

available to governments.

A: pc,a£er-ence on sub-ragioTiftl-Jt^adB-in- W«jst-Africa., had be-en beld in;Monrovia,

Liberia, from 23,to,27 October, 1?^1, and a report ;wp,s.being submittedjfto the : f.purth

sesjBipnr-in_do<iupe-|itiJE/CN-^14/l47». It contained four. re solutions, the f^,r,sjt. calfJing ,. ..

f or(, a.^seminar. of;..chief s of highway~uu^hqrxtles ;in. .7es^j Africa (pro^e-c^^^rO^Jl^fM-0^.

was ^pected tq i^a^e place ,early .in 1963. The Monrovia. Conference.placed great ,;. "7,

emjpha^is-^n-<y3^tinuing act.ipn. and the cremation of the neHj^sary^mafCliinjery. , : . .

; .-: . , T,he second recoZuti oa rjejconjmended the; establishment of a sub-regionaX^office ,fpr, j

W^sii; Africa with, qommittees r;&sponsi;ble.fox organizing the various aspe.ct.^ of. .traospo-rt

work. The qu^tiqn. of svib-regiqnal offices was; dealt, with in document U/C^^^161;. (ji

%i. jA; study ,on East, African t^anspo^t was ibeing prepared under projepli ^2-tO1;,i in.,., .,.

pursuance of .Compjiasion resolution 35, (jlll)^, an|3,,a progress. repO;r^ was cpntained, in,..:

document E/CN.14/148. The principal r,e,c.qmmendaMon., iin, .^he repqrt wq,s jth^t .a .^e.e^ing,,

of go'^ernme^t p?epxe,sentativ&s. be held in %hel iilast African sub-re.gion, enlarged to

include Ruanda-Urundi and, Madagascar, to rdisjc.ussi sub-regional transport problems

.-(project 12-0^0,)^;,^ accordance with the..Commission1 s, .terms of reference,, a seminar

on port administration was included as project 12-07. It was intended that the .

p;r.oje,ct ..should ,be carried, ,-pu^ ,in 1963 ,-fyi ccj^pperatior^ with the Inter-GovernraGntal

■>Jaa?4-^4jne Cqn®Mlta1>iye Organisation ..(IMQO)..aiid .the ^ni^d Natipns department o;f,. ,: t..

Economic..-ai^d^oCjial ;-Affairs...j ,. . :■; ■ ,-., .., ... ...-,;.. .,.,, ri .,- . ;■ .. ., „ t^

/In-all [the..prpject& he -had, mej^tioned^..,stress.;was jlaid on ■ j^i^tt ^^tA01^ b7-^^^c^n

States,: and iit ,.wa^!hoped;th^t jinany simila^. prpje^ctsi^o^ld be introduced,..ittto ,the worh;

programme in the .near fuijur^,, ^.jA^vis.ory^sery.ices. woy.1^ be ;placed ;at.fthe ,413^98.0:1 p.f

governments on request. t , . -L
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Mr, PARKER (Liberia)-recalled that it had been stated, rather cynically,

that most countries on attaining independence acquired a flag and a national anthem,

joined the United Nations, and established an airline. But in Africa air transport

was a matter, not of national-prestige^ but of economic necessity. Airlines had

been established in many regions of Africa, but it was doubtful if they were

profitable. Running an airline involved serious'economic dangers, and it was vital

that the question*should be investigated before other States or organizations in

Africa ran into economic difficulties; ^ ' ■

■He therefore proposed that the Commission should consider the possibility of

making a study of air transport in Africa with the object of determining (a) the

problems involved, and (b) the possibility of co-ordinating the various bodies engaged

in transport. ■ ■ ■ . *

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that he was in complete agreement with the

representative of Liberia. Since the preparation of the work programme he had

refreiVed- a study on the subject from the Secretary-General of the International Civil

Aviation Organization (ICAO), and had informed him that he hoped to use the document

in the forthcoming meeting on transport in East Africa. The question of air transport

would be added to paragraph (b) of project 12-01, with emphasis on the aspect raised

by the representative of Liberia. However, like the question he had referred to earlier,

it was one which the Secretariat had not yet studied fully and could not yet be placed

on the work programme. In that connexion, certain people associated with air

transport had'suggested that Africa might learn from some of tho European countries,

for example the Scandinavian ones, which operated a joint air transport system, a

pan-African systemy would certainly reduce costs.

to?. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) supported the views of the representative of

Liberia, though he doubted whether some of the African countries would seriously

consider joint services before they had learnt by experience the difficulties of running
t

their own. " ■ ■ ■ . = . . ..

With regard to project 12-01 as a whole, while he questioned the value of studying

such self-evident subjects as the role of the transport industry in promoting economic

development, or the relative economics of road, rail, water and air transport in

economic development, he hesitated to- tamper with the work programme by suggesting

their deletion. Instead, he would propose an additional subject for study by the

Secretariat, namely the regional development of the international rivers of Africa

with a view to their service in transport and energy.
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.The EXECUTIVE SSCRETiUtX explained that he had thought the subject adequately

covered by the description of paragraph (b) of the project, which he read^ out.

tar. CAHNET. (Sierra-Leone) expressed himself as satisfied with the Executive

Secretary's reassurance.. .

Mr. aCQUaH (Ghana) expressed great satisfaction with the efficient way in

which.the Secretariat had prepared the transport section of the work programme. He was

particularly pleased to see the subject given high priority, for it was unrealistic

to discuss trade without relating it to transport. While, however, he appreciated the

Secretariat's interest in such subjects as those described in projects 12r-01 and 12-05,

he felt that attention should be paid in seminars and workshops to the very urgent ,.

problem of developing inter-State highways throughout Africa.; The most acute, problem

in the region was its primitive transport system: until very recently,; for example,

anyone wishing to travel from West Africa to the Commission's headquarters had been

obliged to go through Europe, A good transport system was also essential to West and

East Africa. . ; , , • ■ - -;

It was in the. problem of transport that the Secretariat could be of the greatest

use to Member States? for transport was the nervous system of a region. He therefore

urged that the Commission should, concentrate on iha problem, and assured the Executive

Secretary of his Government's full co-operation. ;

Mr. LAKPUEE (Nigeria) fully supported the views of the representative of

Liberia. : With r.egaid to tie statement of the representative of Ghana,, he pointed

out that;the coastal transport systens had been designed to serve the import require

ments of Europe T intother wcrdq to transport material outside Africa - and therefore

had nothing to do :with the needs of Africa itself. He was surprised, therefore, that ..a

West African Conference sho,ulci have discussed national transport systems, and that the

Commission was proposing (12-05) ;a seminar to discuss such problems as soil stabiliza

tion .and r>cad construction, . It ,was useless to perpetuate a transport system that had

been .inherited and found inadequate. Ee therefore proposed that project 12-05 should

be replaced by a .prQJect for studying the economic and.technological problems.of

linking sub-regi&nal.transport systems. ...,-,. . -. .

The CHAIRMAN invited speakers for or against the motion.

; Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) stressed the importance of transport in Africa, both

north-south and east-west.; His Government.had, at its own expense, constructed a road.

which ran 700 km northward and could be. extended to the borders of .Niger, I/iali and Chad.

He hoped that work would continue on the basis of his country's modest contribution, :
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With regard to the Nigerian representative's proposal, with which he was in

sympathy, he suggested that the difficulty might be solved by the addition of economic

aspects to the study, instead of by dropping the seminar altogether.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) replied that soil statistics could be studied in'

research laboratories, and the Commission should first find out what work was being

carried out by other organizations and what funds were available. That study, however,

would make no contribution to the real problem, which was to establish road links in

Africa.

Mr. HASSEN (Mauritania) supported the proposal of the representative of <

Libya. He also described how he had to travel through London, at heavy cost, in order

to cross Africa without going through South Africa, with which his country had no

diplomatic relations.

Mr. AHMED (Morocco) also supported the Libyan representative's proposal,

and suggested that the subject of telecommunications should be included in the study.

With regard to the Nigerian representative's proposal, he considered that the matter

was outside the present agenda and should be noted for a future meeting.

The suggestion regarding telecommunications was approved.

Mr. PaRKER (Liberia) saw no reason to cancel the seminar under 12-05, which

was the proposal of a group of responsible technical experts. He suggested that the -

subject of economics should be added to the seminar's task.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that he and his staff found themselves in a very

awkward situation. They were being asked to delete a project that had arisen out of

a report unanimously adopted by a conference of high-level experts, including a

Minister of the Nigerian Government. Personally, he agreed with the representative

of Nigeria on the need for priority, but he was faced with conflicting directives..

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) maintained his proposal.

"Mr. FAHMI (United Arab Republic) shared the views of the Libyan representative

regarding the importance of African airlines. Ha also drew attention to the .importance

of navigation, and referred to difficulties encountered in transporting merchandise under

the existing system. He would like to see a study made of'the navigation lines between

all African ports.

: &r. LARDNER (Nigeria) submitted his proposal in a slightly revised form:

"Study of the economic possibilities of constructing regional transport systems". H^

was proposing a separate item because he was convinced that a study of road stabiliza

tion would not produce the' linking of transport systems that was so vital.
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Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) pointed out that project 12-01 was one of continuing high

priority, which was what the representative of Nigeria was appealing for; whereas

project 12-05 was a new one, designed to fill one of the many gaps in the study of the

transport system as a whole. He suggested that the work programme should be left

unchanged, on the understanding that the aspects referred to by the Nigerian

representative were included.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the Secretariat would be in favour of the

insertion of an additional item, in the terms indicated by the representative of

Nigeria, as a new 12-0l(c), the former (c) becoming (d). Amendment of the work

programme would need the unanimous consent of the Committee.

The Committee agreed to amend project 12-01 in accordance with the proposals of

the representatives of Nigeria and Morocco and of the Executive Secretary.

After discussion of a point of procedure raised by Mr. de SOU&a (Dahomey), it was

agreed that the Chairman should summarize the Committee1s decision on each project,

to avoid the need for voting.

13-01 Natural Resources . ..

Mr. EWING (Secretariat) introduced the projects, which, he said, were part

of a continuing activity going back to the Commission's first session. The seminar

on groundwater development proposed for 1963 was to be organized in co-operation with

the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, and plans would be

discussed shortly with the head of that Department. Plans for the regional cartographic

conference for Africa were at a more advanced stage, and the conference would be held

at a date between 1 April and 30 June 1963. The subject was wide, and the project was

based on decisions by the United Nations Economic and Social Council and the Commission.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) strongly supported the projects on natural resources and

hoped they would be given high priority. In his own country, despite recent dis

coveries of oil, groundwater development was essential and in the drier regions a

matter of life or death. It involved difficult legal and economic problems. His

Government was currently enquiring into his country1s groundwater resources,'and would

later need guidance on the best methods of using them. He would welcome information

on experience with modern methods in other countries with dry regions.

The Committee approved the project, and the comments of the representative of Libya,
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21 and 22 Agriculture

, In a general introduction to the projects, kr. ACOCK (Secretariat) said that

they were to be carried out by the ECA/FaO Joint Agriculture Divisionf a method

adopted by all United Nations regional commissions. The United Nations Food and

Agriculture Organization (FAO) was conducting a very extensive programme in Africa

and employed nearly a hundred field experts under the Expanded Technical Assistance

Programme. FAO projects under the United Nations Special Fund were increasing

rapidly, and FAO headquarters at Rome was dealing with a wide variety of economic

and technical problems. EGA was concerned with the economic aspects; its function

was to provide a link between the FAO programme and the economy of the region, and

to perform continuing secretarial tasks such as preparing documentary material and

organizing meetings..

: . The programme had three main parts., described under projects 21, 22 and 23.

Apart from certain additions designed to make it more precise and practical, it

differed little from the one approved in 1961 by FAO and ECA.

21-02 Agricultural Development Programmes and Planning

, Mr. DOUKKALI (.Morocco) was glad that the Secretariat was devoting so much

attention tp agriculture.. He wondered whether it,would be useful to have 3CA/FA0

liaison officers in all African, countries. His country wanted advice on the important

question of the use of agricultural surpluses as an aid to economic development. He

hesitated to suggest that a new item be inserted in the programme, but asked for the

Secretariat's views.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY replied that the problem of the distribution of food

surpluses was world-wide, and was being tackled by the Secretary-General of the United

Nations and the Director-General of FAO. If the representative of Morocco thought

there should also be regional committees to deal with it, the Secretariat would be

willing to examine a proposal to that effect.

Mr. DOUKKALI (Morocco) said that he had not intended to propose the

establishment of new committees, but to draw attention to the problem, which was

important in Africa. His country had considerable experience in the use of surplus

food production.

Mr. LAHDNER (Nigeria) asked the Secretariat for a detailed description of

the activities it proposed to pursue in 1962 under project 21-02 (c) "(Analysis of

Particular Problems of Agricultural Development),
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Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) replied that the question was not easy to answer.

It had not been possible so far to do a great-deal on those subjects, which were:

referred to at every meeting of ECA and FaO. The diversification of agriculture was

part of the larger problem of diversification of the economy as a whole, and had

been discussion in a recent issue of the FAO Monthly Bulletin. Agriculture included

production for local consumption and production for export. Diversification of

production for export could, however, be a two-edged sword; for if all countries

diversified they would eventually compete with each other. It must be approached

with caution, and with due regard to developments in other countries. Diversification

for local consumption was different, for Africa was faced with problems of malnutrition

and maldistribution. Africans suffered from protein deficiency because of the in

adequacy of livestock production. Secretariat action in that field was still limited

to relatively small projects., Recently, for instance, a staff member had visited

Tanganyika and advised its Government on peasant tea schemes, wcttle bark and coffee

production, and irrigation projects. The Secretariat had also advised on irrigation

projects in Kenya, on field abattoirs in East Africa, and on commodity possibilities

in two other countries, which had, for instance, been told of the state of the market
for sisal.

The transition from subsistence to commercial agriculture was one of the main

problems of agricultural development. ECa had in I960 been co-sponsor with FaO of

a Land Policy Centre in East Africa, and in May 1962 the two agencies would be

sponsoring a sub-regional centre on agricultural credit. They were also studying the

economic aspects of land settlement schemes, peasant tea schemes, and the commercial

use of game, and, were conducting a livestock survey in southern Ethiopia with a view

to increasing the export potential and thus the cash income from livestock.

Such were the contributions they were making in those large and rather nebulous
fields.

Mr. CARNEY (Sierra Leone) raised the question of duplication of work,

suggesting that the activities proposed under project 21-02 were suitable for

institutional action. He asked the Secretariat to clarify the relationship of the

project to the proposed economic planning and development institute.

Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) replied that the mvAn function of the institute would

be to provide training, whereas many of the activities under project 21-02 were ,

inyestigational. The intention was that training activities should be channelled
through the institute.
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21-03 Studies and Meetings on Agricultural Development

Mr. DOUKKaLI (Morocco) expressed the fear that a meeting on agricultural

planning in; African countries would serve no useful purpose unless a previous study

had been made of agrarian structures and land ownership in the various countries.

Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) said that project 21-03 had been included in the

programme because the January meeting of the ECa forking Party on Economic and Social

Development had clashed with an FAO meeting and consideration of the agricultural

sector had therefore been postponed. The present -proposal was to hold, before the

second FAO Regional Conference for Africa, a small meeting of agricultural economists

to discuss agricultural planning and its relation to overall planning. He did not

understand the contention of the representative of Morocco that agricultural planning

might be useless unless preceded by a census of agricultural holdings.

Mr. LaRDNER (Nigeria) agreed with the representative of Morocco that if

countries did not know enough about their agrarian structures there would be little

point in holding a meeting on agricultural development planning. A meeting would be

valueless unless the participants were provided with new information. Unless

assured that the meeting would serve a useful purpose, his delegation considered that

the emphasis of the item should be laid on the training of economic planners.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) agreed that meetings were useful only when the participants

were supplied with fresh information. He felt certain that the meeting proposed

under project 21-03(e) would provide much information that would be new and interesting

to participants. The statistical information on land ownership requested by the

representative of Morocco would presumably be provided under project 06-01, and

information gained from that survey would be used in preparing for the meeting. He

supposed that the meeting would not dwell on already-published information but would

bring together persons working on agricultural development planning whose purpose would

be to produce documentary material on the development plans of the various countries.

It would thus serve a useful purpose, end his delegation considered that the project

should be retained in the programme. ,

sir. DOUKKaLI (Liorocco) insisted that the item was very important. He had

spoken of the need for surveys because Morocco had experience of the difficulties

involved. His Government was reluctant to grant agricultural credits or finance

irrigation schemes unless it was certain that they would benefit a large part of the

population. A knowledge of the country1s agrarian structures was therefore essential.
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Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) agreed with the representative of Morocco that

detailed plans at district and farm level could not be made without that knowledge.

The Secretariat of the Commission, however, was concerned with the broader issues

rather than with the details of each country's internal affairs. The Moroccan

representative's "suggestion was not well suited to the more general approach adopted

by FAO and ECA.

Mr. LaRDNER (Nigeria) asked how a country could plan its agriculture if--it

was unaware of 'the extent and quality of its land and of the types of fertilizer and

machinery best suited to its conditions.

If that argument were carried to its logical conclusion, said Mr. ACOCK

(Secretariat) in reply, there would bevno planning of any sort unless countries had

exhausi?iv»knowl^^ge 'b? dll their resources. Few countries had complete knowledge

of all the factors involved iri their industrial development plans. Information would

be gained from the Statistical Survey of Africa and from the technical assistance

experts worsting at various levels, and information on the general sectoral

distribution of governTfifen*t> resources was also available.

Mr. ATTIGA (Libya) said there seemed to be some confusion about the purpose

of the meeting. The representative of Nigeria seemed to fear that delegations would

be presented with mathematical models and linear programming ap?lie<l *° agriculture.

If that fear were corcect, he would agree that the meeting Would serve no very useful

purpose. If, however, as he thought, the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the

extent of practical planning in Africa^ then it would be far from theoretical and

should be retained in the programme. If the Secretariat would confirm that his idea

of the purpose of the meeting was correct, agreement would be possible.

Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) said that the representative of Libya had put his

finger on th& crucial point,. The meeting would primarily be an FAO meeting, and

certainly .Etot' ap theoretical exercise on planning applied to non-existent data.

■ The CHAIRMAN summarized -the discussion, and asked the representatives whether

the item should be retained -in* the fl/ork programme.

It was so:agreed. '

■The meeting rose at 6.58 p.m.
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,,,;,! . ■ . , ; POUKEH MEETING .

Monday, 19 February 1962, at 9,30 a.m.

Chairman: Mr. de SOUZA (Dahomey)

Secretary; Mr. MATHU"

; PROGRAMME OF WORK AND PRIORITIES FOR 1962 - 1963 ; (E/CN.14/l62/Rev.l) (continued)

22-01 Trade and Marketing of Agricultural Products , :

: No commeBts. :■■ ■ ; ■•= _■ . .■■.-.•■

22-02 Food Consumption Levels !,. ,■ ■ '-...■

No comments. i: . ■ ■/;

22-03 Commodity Stabilization i ■ ■ r. -. * ■ . < ■ ■ \ ',-.'■ i ■

■■■■!.- ■■■Mr.'CAWJEr (Sierra Leone) did not think;that the project should, if con

tinued, enjoy high priority, as the volume of trade between industrialized countries

and African countries producing basic commodities was constantly diminishing*

Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) pointed out that stabilization of the prices of agri

cultural commodities was vital to the African countries. The Secretariat would con

tinue to implement the project unless the Committee decided otherwise*

L 23-01 Technical Assistance to Governments • '

No comments. .:■ =.-: - . : .

23-02 Specific Projects of Importance to the Region '

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) asked for details of the projects,

Mr. ACOCK (Secretariat) explained that the Secretariat was taking part in

meetings oh locust control and preparing reports. The Commission had emphasized at its

third session the importance to tourism, which could become ari important1 factor in the

economic deVelopment of several Afrib'an countries. The East African Institute of

Social Research was co-operating in the project, which would take one year.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) pointed out that locust control came within the direct

competence of PAO. The Secretariats activities could therefore only be siciondary and

should not be the object of a special project. He proposed that project 23-02 be

deleted and the activity, with th« '*ngui*y~'«<Wou*idai-f included in project 23-01

(Technical Assistance to Governments).
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Mr. CARNEX (Sierra Leone) seconded the proposal.

..'' Mr, KPGGN0N:(Dahomey) emphasized the importance of locust control measures for

the African countries. Tourism might also develop into an industry which would assist

certain^States to improve their economic development.... He therefore asked that project

2'3*02 should not be deleted but receive a lower priority.

Mr* APPIAH (Ghana) declared that the project pught to be transferred, not

deleted.

Mr. DOUCOUEE (Mali) felt that the two activities were too important to be con

sidered merely as an annex to the technical assistance programme. He therefore

requested that project 23-02 should be retained.

. The CHA.IHMAN pointed out that the Nigerian representative had not asked for

the deletion of the project but simply for its inclusion in the programme of technical

assistance to governments. The proposal to give the project lower priority seemed

acceptable to everyone* The Secretariat would therefore take into account the view

expressed by the Committee.

It was so agreed. .

31-01 to 31-12 Community Development^ . .

' : Mr. DULPHT (Secretariat) said that in establishing this part of the programme

the Secretariat had takfen into account both the lessons drawn from the previous year's

activities and two recommendations adopted at the Commission's third session, under the

first of which there had been set up a Standing Committee on .Community Development and

Social Welfare'- whose recent fixst session had provided some guidance - and the second

of which had stressed the priority to be .accorded to certain aspects of community

development. The twofold aim of the programme was, first, not to separate social from

economic development and, secondly, to ensure that projects would be as concrete as

possible.

Project 31-01 (Assistance to Governments in the Planning, Organization and Admini

stration of National Community Development Programmes) would give scope for both short-

term and long-term consultations.. The Technical Assistance Administration had already

arranged to recruit a consultant in community development.

■ ' The purpose of project 31-02 (General Survey of Community Development in Africa) was

to obtain a better knowledge of national programmes in order to draw from them con

clusions of general interest, . . ■ ■
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session, covered refresher training courses for administrative and technical staff

rather.than training proper. The first course had been held at Dakar; there had,been

19 participants and it had been a complete success. Other courses would be held in

coming years. Project 41-08 continued the earlier course for the training of social

workers,

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) congratulated the Secretariat on drawing up a community

development and social welfare programme distinguished from its predecessors by its

dynamic character. He feared, however, that there was some overlapping between certain

projects, especially in urbanization; he asked for reassurance. Further, the fact

that the clearing-house would be at the headquarters of the Commission handicapped other

Member States, and it would be interesting to know how the Secretariat intended to over

come that difficulty,

; With respect to the first point raised by the Representative of Nigeria,

Mr. DUIPHX(Secretariat) said, that the study on Addis Ababa-had been carried out in con

junction with, the Social Research Section, which dealt with urbanization, and that

.subsequent projects would be similarly conducted, thus obviating the danger of duplica

tion. ! : .

The Secretariat intended that the clearing-house should be an active force. In

addition to the card index and documentation which would be available at Addis Ababa,

the.Secretariat was considering the publication of a liaison bulletin which would be

sent to all Member States and would contain not only theoretical articles but also

accounts of the results, obtained in various countries. It was also considering using

microfilms; for the conveyance of all material at its disposal to the governments

concerned. Finally, it would keep governments supplied with documents and biblio

graphies.

Mr. KPOGNON (Dahomey) congratulated the Secretariat on the high priority it

had allocated to community d-evelopment, which was indispensable to African countries.

He hoped that the application of community development to the rural as well as the urban

sector would be.studied. He would also like a study to be made of the economic measures

necessary .to enable, community development to play its role in the State. Finally, he

hoped that the training of specialized personnel would be accelerated so that community

development might play its proper part, above all in agriculture.
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;■= -:Mr. ACQUAH;(ahana);congratulated the Secretariat,on i*s community development

programme. ■; With aspect, to project 32-06, .which provided fo* a study tour ;on social

welfare, he asked why-the, tour was confined to women.. It was a fact that iii most

African countries woaen.held much lower positions in the welfare services tfcan men.

If they wished the programmes to improve, exchanges of view should be at a higher level

and:betweenmore experienced-persons. ..-;■ ■

As;regards project 31-10, he was glad to see that the Secretariat was studying urban

development by ^concentrating an migrations, about which hardly anything was yet known.

He emphasiZed,Thowever, that the conclusions of the study made.on Addis Ababa would not

necessarily apply to any country but Ethiopia and he hoped that the Secretariat would.. :

continue to.be realistic in that respect. " ■

41-01 to 41-06 Training ■

. Introducing projects 41-01 (Training Facilities in Africa) and 41-02 (Training

in Economic and,Social Planning), Mr. OYR&ANOWSKI (Secretariat) pointed out that the .

duties^* the African. Institute for Economic Development,and,Planning, which the -United

Natioas^Getleral Assembly had decided.should. l»e established under.the auspices of the .ECA,

would include training, research and advisory functions. Preparatory work was being..:,

carried on actively in co-operation with universities, research institutes and.other

appropriate.bodies in Africa,, as .toll as wi^h the United Nations specialized agencies.

' Mr.^KPOGNON (Dahomey) hoped that the Secretariat would reserve its, due place

to the accelerated training"of African staff,, since it was above all the absence of

qualified staff which hindered the.execution of. development plans.

,Mr...IARBNER (Nigeria) emphasised the- necessity of previously determining the.

categories'of: specialists needed by: the African- countries for their economic and social

development. He agreed that the success of development programmes depended on the

quality and quantity of the staff assigned to execute.them.

..Teaming personnel'to train.African staff was another important consideration. :

The Secretariat should take care' that the training was not unilateral; it sfrould there

fore -call- upon:-specialists from all parts of the world, including planned-economy *-.,

countries-, : and preferably specialists^ froin under-developed regions with difficulties

similar to those of Africa. There should be no repetition of a recent- experieneer in

which the direction of a training course had been, entrusted to two American professors

who had never been to Africa or had any contact with African university circles.
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Replying to the representative of Dahomey, Mr. OYRZANOWSKI (Secretariat) said

that the Secretariat hoped to remedy the present scarcity of African staff by organizing

short training courses, following the example of the Latin American countries.

In reply to the representative of Nigeria, he said that during the next two months

two members of the Secretariat would visit several African countries for the express

purpose of determining their needs in qualified staff. The Secretariat was also in

liaison with the African universities on that subject and hoped soon to have a pretty

clear idea of the situation. As to the training courses organized, it went without

saying that the Secretariat always endeavoured to entrust them to the most qualified

specialists available, irrespective of nationality or any other consideration.

Mr. LARDNER (Nigeria) wanted to know what the Secretariat understood exactly

by "in-service training". He hoped the expression did not apply solely to the training

courses organized to date, particularly at United Nations Headquarters, which had left

much to be desired,

Mr. MATHU (Committee Secretary) gave as an example project 41-03 (In-service

Training for African Economists and Statisticians), which had started two years before.

Under that project, ECA sent African officials - economists, statisticians, planners -

appointed at the suggestion of their governments, to attend courses at the Economic

Commission for Asia and the Far East or the Economic Commission for Europe, where they

followed the research work carried out in that special sector. At present, a trainee

from Sierra Leone was studying economic development planning at Bangkok and a Sudanese

trainee was specializing in trade questions at Geneva,

ECA also reserved at its headquarters a certain number of "training" posts, the

holders of which participated closely in the work of the service to which they were

assigned. There was, for example, a young official from Ghana who was being initiated

into the trade problems of Africa. ECA proposed to extend such activities through the

establishment of the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning.

He added that the summer course for African university students of eoonoraics and

statistics (Project 41-04) had been arranged at the express request of the participants

in the Conference of Rectors of African Universities held at Khartoum in December I960,

In 1961, ECA had invited 20 universities to send some 30 students to the course. The

main purpose of the course, which had lasted eight weeks, had been to relate theoretical

economics as taught in the universities to actual problems in Africa, and the results

obtained had been most encouraging. During the current year some 40 students from about

20 universities were expected to attend.

The meeting rose at 11.10 a.m.




